
Take action to slow the spread of the virus 

Close K-12 schools, bars, restaurants, and issue shelter in place orders

Declare public health emergency    

Request FEMA Major Disaster Declaration 

Grant Governor the authority to respond as needed 

Build and sustain the health care workforce and supply reserve necessary

Ensure that the mental health care needs of frontline medical workers are immediately 
met and help systems identify additional mental health workforce capacity 

Ensure emergency workers have child care available 

Utilize vacant dorms and hotels for extra capacity for medical workers

Loosen scope of practice and licensure requirements 

Coordinate recruitment of additional personnel and volunteers 

COVID-19  
Priorities Checklist 
for State Leaders

Below is a dynamic list of best practices being utilized by 
states across the country.
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States must also lay the groundwork for the long-term approach to the 
epidemic and economic recovery.

Begin to build a robust public health response that includes medium and long-range planning 

Develop plans to mitigate insurance market changes, such as premium increases 

Allow medical schools to allow students to play certain clinical roles 

Allow foreign-trained medical professionals to provide certain services

Eliminate non-essential and elective procedures 

Dedicate ad state COVID-19 resource coordinator and inventory supplies 

Ensure access to health care for those with COVID-19 and those losing 
their coverage as a result of the economic downturn 

Expand Medicaid, including temporary expansion in states that have not yet 
expanded for the duration of the crisis 

Utilize Medicaid 1135 waivers 

Ease Medicaid enrollment and re-enrollment processes

Extend Medicaid coverage for prescription drugs to cover 90-day supplies 

Utilize Medicaid to pay for COVID-19 testing for uninsured individuals 

Implement Special Enrollment Periods through state-based exchanges for 
uninsured individuals 

Eliminate or limit out-of-pocket costs for COVID treatment 

Prohibit COVID-19 related surprise bills

Protect at-risk populations most vulnerable to COVID-19

Expand telehealth capacity 

Prioritize at-risk populations, such as those experiencing homelessness

Learn more about our plan to shift our resources to provide immediate support for state and 

federal government and public response needs: USOFCARE.ORG/COVID-19
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https://unitedstatesofcare.org/covid-19/


COVID-19:  State Responses and Best Practices 

By Kristin Wikelius, Senior Director of Policy and Liz Hagan, Director of Policy, State 
Engagements 

March 27, 2020 

States and state officials are on the front lines of the response to COVID-19. The challenge we 
face as a nation is unprecedented in recent memory, with twin crises in public health and the 
economy that may stretch for months. The day-to-day management of this emergency has fallen 
to governors and state leaders, just as a slowing economy means that they will need to do more 
with less. 

USofCare is monitoring the actions of state officials, policy experts, health care providers, and 
concerned citizens across the country. We have assembled the comprehensive approaches that 
states are launching to tackle the public health and economic ramifications of COVID-19, and 
know  that states can learn a great deal from the collective wisdom of other states. 

States’ immediate responses fall into five priority areas: 

1. Take action to slow the spread of the virus.
2. Build and sustain the health care workforce and supply reserve necessary to take

on pandemic.

3. Ensure access to health care for those with COVID-19 and those losing their

coverage as a result of the economic downturn.

4. Protect at-risk populations most vulnerable to COVID-19.

5. Lay groundwork for the long-term approach to the epidemic and economic

recovery.

We recognize this list is just the beginning of the monumental work that states will face in the 
coming months. As states focus on the most immediate needs, we understand the importance of 
the long-term, ongoing work that will ultimately be necessary to help people, the health care 
system and the economy recover from COVID-19. With many state legislatures unable to meet in 
person, the majority of actions can be taken administratively and through statewide leadership 
and coordination. Our goal is to continue  to elevate best practices and push forward new 
approaches to the unprecedented medical and public health challenges that more American 
cities and states will have to confront. 
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Priority #1: Take action to slow the spread of the virus. Throughout the COVID-19 

pandemic, governors and local leaders have been ahead of the federal government in 

encouraging and enforcing both social distancing and shelter in place recommendations. The 

mitigation approaches that follow will not be effective without successfully “flattening the 

curve,” spreading out the burden on the health care system over the coming months. Public 

health officials have the expertise to make the best judgments about which interventions will 

best meet a state’s needs at a particular time. 

● Move forward with mitigation measures. 47 closed K-12 schools (3 relying on local

closures), all required or encouraged limited bar and restaurant service, and to date 22

have issued statewide “shelter in place” orders or recommendations. In 15 states where

governors have yet to call for “shelter in place,” local governments have already directed

residents to stay home.

● Request emergency support. Every state and territory has declared a public health

or state emergency.

○ 42 states, Guam, Puerto Rico, and Washington, DC have activated their national

guards. Soldiers are assisting with tasks ranging from constructing disaster

response tents, administering COVID-19 tests, and distributing food.

○ At least 17 states have requested a FEMA Major Disaster Declaration, and 12 have

already been approved, including CA, FL, IA, IL, LA, MD, MI, NC, NJ, NY, TX,

and WA. This declaration makes funding available from the existing $42 billion

Disaster Relief Fund on a cost-sharing basis (75% federal). Funding can be made

available for a wide range of necessary services, including disaster SNAP,

unemployment assistance, and legal aid; however, the President has only

approved funding for crisis counseling and public safety measures so far.

● Use the best available information and guidance. A wide variety of tools to help

states and localities make determinations about the best public health needs for their

area are being created every day, including:

○ The COVID-19 Preparedness dashboard, which provides a wide range of

resources, including guidelines on how to slow and reduce transmission.

○ COVID Act Now, which models the state-by-state impact of social distancing and

shelter in place measures compared with taking no action.

● Create authority to respond rapidly to changing conditions. New York passed

legislation granting the Governor the authority to issue any directives necessary to

respond to the emergency, consistent with state and federal Constitutions, which enables

the state to take appropriate actions quickly.
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https://www.edweek.org/ew/section/multimedia/map-coronavirus-and-school-closures.html
https://www.nga.org/coronavirus/#states
https://www.kff.org/health-costs/issue-brief/state-data-and-policy-actions-to-address-coronavirus/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-stay-at-home-order.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-stay-at-home-order.html
https://www.nga.org/coronavirus/#states
https://www.nationalguard.mil/coronavirus/
https://www.fema.gov/disaster-declaration-process
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/03/22/california-secures-presidential-major-disaster-declaration-to-support-states-covid-19-emergency-response/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/25/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-florida
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/24/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-iowa
https://www.fema.gov/disaster/4489
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/24/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-louisiana
https://www.fema.gov/disaster/4491
https://www.fema.gov/disaster/4490
https://files.nc.gov/governor/documents/files/2020_03_22_Stafford401aRequest.pdf
https://nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/approved/20200326a.shtml
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/20/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-new-york
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/25/president-donald-j-trump-approve-major-disaster-declaration-texas
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/22/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-washington
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/31789
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/31789
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/trump-disaster-unemployment-funds-147404
https://covidlocal.org/
https://covidactnow.org/
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2019/s7919


Priority #2: Build and sustain the supplies, health system capacity, and workforce 

needed to overcome the immediate medical challenge. States must continue to build 

their own health care system’s capacity and obtain the supplies that health care workers need to 

do their jobs and keep them safe. Frontline medical workers, including doctors, nurses, 

parademics, EMTs, respiratory therapists, and the countless other workers who come into direct 

contact with patients, are the core of any state’s response; protecting their ability to do their job 

is critical for success. 

● Eliminate barriers that may keep frontline health care workers from doing

their jobs. The most pressing needs will vary by facility and by worker, but states

should work closely with health care systems to support frontline workers in every

possible way.

○ Prioritize mental health needs of frontline workers. While the nation as

a whole will face significant mental health needs over the coming months, state

leaders should work closely with health systems to ensure that the mental health

care needs of frontline medical workers are immediately met, and work to help

systems identify additional mental health workforce capacity to provide support

if necessary.

○ Ensure emergency workers have child care available. For example,

Washington, DC and Vermont, are using schools to provide child care to provide

childcare for health care workers and/or other “essential persons” during the

crisis.

○ Utilize vacant dorms or hotel capacity for medical workers who have

been exposed and need to avoid exposing their families. As the crisis

grows, Airbnb and the American Hotel and Lodging Association are launching

initiatives to connect beds with state needs. States can serve an important role by

identifying and coordinating this capacity to minimize the burden on already

strained health care systems.

● Utilize all available flexibility to augment the current workforce.

○ Temporarily loosen licensing and scope of practice requirement. Many

states are already taking action, both on licensure and scope of practice.

■ Wyoming, Maryland, and Washington, among others, are offering

interstate reciprocity of practice to a range of medical professionals–who

are licensed and in current good standing in the state but not registered

in the state. This can be extended to pharmacists as well, as seen in

Massachusetts.

■ Tennessee and Pennsylvania have taken steps to loosen requirements for

nurse practitioners.

■ Kansas is providing “temporary emergency licenses” for any applicant the

Kansas State Board of Healing Arts deems qualified.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/dc-will-open-emergency-child-care-centers-thursday-for-kids-of-health-care-workers/2020/03/25/3868b0be-6eb3-11ea-aa80-c2470c6b2034_story.html
https://governor.vermont.gov/press-release/governor-phil-scott-orders-implementation-child-care-system-personnel-essential-covid
https://news.airbnb.com/airbnb-to-help-provide-housing-to-100000-covid-19-responders/
https://www.ahla.com/hotels-hope
https://www.fsmb.org/advocacy/covid-19/
https://www.fsmb.org/advocacy/covid-19/
http://wyomedboard.wyo.gov/resources/covid-19
https://governor.maryland.gov/2020/03/16/governor-hogan-orders-closure-of-bars-and-restaurants-announces-unprecedented-public-health-surge-to-combat-covid-19-crisis/
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/20-05%20Coronavirus%20%28final%29.pdf?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.mass.gov/doc/pharmacy-practice-order/download
https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/pub/execorders/exec-orders-lee15.pdf
https://www.media.pa.gov/Pages/State-details.aspx?newsid=376
https://governor.kansas.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/E.O.-20-08.pdf


■ Texas has waived regulations and fees to get more nurses into the

workforce, and fast-tracked temporary licensing for out-of-state medical

professionals.

○ Coordinate recruitment of additional personnel and volunteers.

■ New York City has called for state-certified, non-registered health care

workers willing to support health care facilities, and is matching them to

where they are most needed.

■ States can also take steps to ease the re-licensing process for retired

medical professionals. Oregon is allowing providers to submit emergency

reactivation applications, while Maryland has moved to allow inactive

clinicians to practice without first reinstating their license.

○ Allow medical students–with necessary approvals–to play certain

clinical roles. Missouri already has a state law allowing these “assistant

physicians” to perform certain, limited clinical duties, and Arkansas is allowing

medical residents to apply for emergency temporary licenses.

○ Allow foreign trained providers who have not completed a U.S.

residency program to practice in certain roles, or provide them with an

expedited pathway to licensure if they meet certain criteria, like successful

completion of an equivalent examination of the USMLE or COMLEX-USA
levels 1-3.

● Eliminate non-essential and elective procedures to free up supplies and health

system capacity. States have executive power to halt non-essential procedures that can be

postponed or cancelled. At least 27 states have taken action in this area, which frees up

important supplies and equipment for COVID-19 related care.

● Dedicate a state COVID-19 resource coordinator and inventory supplies.

Understanding the supply of vital resources and equipment allows state leaders to direct

resources to where they are most needed. Colorado, New Jersey, and Minnesota have issued

executive orders requesting non-health care businesses and organizations in the state to

inventory their supplies of certain equipment, including PPE and ventilators, and report and

prepare to send it to the state. Colorado’s Emergency Operations Center is empowered to

allocate any supplies that the state receives. Texas has also identified a supply chain director.

● Encouraging limitation and donation of Personal Protective Equipment. Many

non-health care related businesses utilize PPE. Oregon issued an order encouraging all

entities that use PPE, including in commercial, construction, farming, and manufacturing

sectors to cancel or postpone non-essential uses. States may additionally choose to

recommend limitation of PPE usage, or to encourage donation of surplus supplies to state-

designated resource coordinators. Such businesses could include: nail salons, spas, tattoo

and piercing shops, K-12 schools, universities, science programs, and construction

companies.
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https://gov.texas.gov/news/post/governor-abbott-takes-action-to-expand-nursing-workforce
https://www.kxxv.com/your-hometown/texas/gov-abbott-to-fast-track-temporary-licensing-of-out-of-state-medical-professionals
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/helpnownyc/resources/covid-19-relief.page
https://www.oregon.gov/omb/Topics-of-Interest/Pages/COVID-19.aspx
https://governor.maryland.gov/2020/03/16/governor-hogan-orders-closure-of-bars-and-restaurants-announces-unprecedented-public-health-surge-to-combat-covid-19-crisis/
https://www.kshb.com/news/health/missouri-law-allows-doctors-to-practice-without-residency
https://www.armedicalboard.org/Professionals/pdf/MD_COVID19_AppPack.pdf
https://www.beckersasc.com/asc-news/27-states-canceling-elective-procedures.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sp3le5zUavA3GKM_omeDXpm7FNfL-wSt/view
https://nj.gov/infobank/eo/056murphy/pdf/EO-109.pdf
https://mn.gov/governor/assets/FINAL%20EO%2020-16%20PPE%20Inventory%20Filed%20032320_tcm1055-424510.pdf
https://gov.texas.gov/news/post/governor-abbott-issues-executive-order-increasing-hospital-capacity-announces-supply-chain-strike-force-for-covid-19-response
https://www.oregon.gov/gov/Documents/executive_orders/eo_20-10.pdf


Priority #3: Ensure access to health care for those with COVID-19 and those losing 

their coverage as a result of the economic downturn. The coming weeks and months 

will bring significant health care challenges, both for those who contract COVID-19 and require 

health care, and for those whose access to care is threatened or disrupted as a result of hospital 

overcapacity or job loss. Reliable access to affordable care is all the more critical during a public 

health emergency, and there are several common sense steps that states should consider to 

protect health care for those who need it: 

● Utilize Medicaid and Medicaid flexibilities to the fullest extent possible.

These can include:

○ Utilizing Medicaid to pay for COVID-19 testing. The Families First

Coronavirus Response Act, passed on March 18, 2020, provides states with the

option to provide Medicaid coverage for COVID-19 testing for uninsured

residents with 100% federal financing. States should utilize this opportunity to

protect their residents and eliminate a financial barrier to people getting tested.

○ Using 1135 waivers. States have the pathway to waive some provider screening

requirements, suspend prior authorization requirements, and waive public notice

and tribal consultation timelines, among other tools. CMS approved 34 states’

waivers for various permutations of these options, and created a checklist of

commonly requested waiver flexibilities to aid states in crisis.

○ Easing enrollment and re-enrollment processes. States can ease

enrollment and re-enrollment processes by creating streamlined enrollment

pathways, temporarily delaying renewals, and temporarily suspending periodic

eligibility checks in order to reduce the burden on both Medicaid agencies and

beneficiaries. For example, states can utilize hospital presumptive eligibility–or

presumptive eligibility through other qualified entities–to more easily enroll

people in Medicaid who are likely to be eligible. States can also inform

individuals applying for other benefits, such as unemployment benefits, about

their coverage options through Medicaid.

○ Extending coverage of prescription drugs. Through Medicaid, states

should consider covering 90-day supplies of maintenance medications,

allowing beneficiaries to receive refills in advance, and offering coverage for

home delivery of prescription drugs.

○ Temporarily expanding Medicaid. States that have not yet expanded

Medicaid should consider doing so temporarily for the duration of the national

emergency. This will provide states with financial relief and immediate access to

health care for populations who are currently uninsured or whose incomes have

recently dropped, making them newly-eligible for Medicaid if their state expands.

● Immediately open Special Enrollment Periods (SEPs) in state exchanges.

States should consider making plans available for the next 30-90 days for uninsured

residents and those impacted by COVID-19. Ten states, including Rhode Island and

Nevada, have opened Exceptional Circumstance SEPs for qualifying individuals. States
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https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6201/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6201/text
https://www.cms.gov/files/document/covid19-emergency-declaration-health-care-providers-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/medicaid-emergency-authority-tracker-approved-state-actions-to-address-covid-19/
https://www.medicaid.gov/state-resource-center/disaster-response-toolkit/cms-1135-waivers/index.html
https://www.medicaid.gov/state-resource-center/downloads/covid-19-faqs.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/03/20/818981380/9-states-reopen-aca-insurance-enrollment-to-broaden-health-coverage
https://www.ri.gov/press/view/37983
https://www.nevadahealthlink.com/reporting-life-and-income-changes/


like New Hampshire and New Jersey, two of the 32 that rely on the federally facilitated 

marketplace, have requested that CMS open a 60-90 day SEP.  

● Ensure that COVID-19 treatment is affordable. Battling COVID-19 should not

financially devastate families. States can act to limit out of pocket exposure for

treatments and dedicate funding to make care available to people who are uninsured. So

far, two states (NM and MA) and DC require that almost all COVID-19 treatment be

administered without cost sharing.

● Eliminate all surprise billing related to COVID-19. With intensive care and

experimental treatments potentially needed, COVID-19 care could quickly get very

expensive for patients. States can pass legislation, similar to what has been done related

to surprise billing prior to the pandemic, to prevent surprise bills arising from the

diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19. Thirteen states have already enacted and/or

implemented comprehensive surprise billing protections, but there is opportunity for

more states to follow in their footsteps, specifically related to COVID-19. This action will

mean people won’t risk financial devastation after they receive needed care.
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https://www.governor.nh.gov/news-media/press-2020/documents/secretary-azar.pdf
https://nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/approved/20200315a.shtml
https://www.kff.org/health-reform/state-indicator/state-health-insurance-marketplace-types/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
https://www.kff.org/health-costs/issue-brief/state-data-and-policy-actions-to-address-coronavirus/
https://www.dchealthlink.com/coronavirus/covid-19-benefits-update
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/an-examination-of-surprise-medical-bills-and-proposals-to-protect-consumers-from-them-3/


Priority #4: Protect individuals most at-risk for COVID-19. Controlling COVID-19 

means asking many to isolate at home, potentially for long periods of time. At a time when social 

distancing poses complications to traditional approaches to home care, many of our most at-risk 

neighbors have significant health needs that still need to be met. 

● Provide more care remotely through telehealth. While federal legislation has

expanded access to telehealth services for COVID-19-related care, many people with

significant health care needs must rely more heavily on virtual care as in-person health

care services are curtailed.

○ States should require insurance companies to cover telehealth for

non-COVID-19 related medical care, including mental health and substance

use disorder treatments, for the duration of the emergency, and provide

reimbursement parity for telemedicine-based services.

○ Medicaid programs should cover a full range of telehealth services

and temporarily waive restrictions that would make it difficult for

someone to utilize telehealth from their home. Ohio and New Jersey,

among others, directed their Medicaid programs to broaden access to telehealth

services for the duration of the emergency. Many also waived the initial face-to-

face visit that is typically required, including the state of Arkansas.

● Focus on at-risk populations. States need to develop and implement strategies to

address the needs of the most vulnerable in their communities. For example, people

experiencing homelessness face unique barriers adhering to social distancing guidelines.

○ Local officials in California, Washington, and Illinois are procuring hotel rooms

to provide secure housing for those who may not otherwise be able to safely self-

isolate.

○ Washington’s King County is reducing the jail population to make facilities safer.

○ In New York City, a group of private sector individuals have come together to

form the New York City COVID-19 Rapid Response Coalition. This coalition is

working to connect and activate a network of resources to serve vulnerable

populations in their homes, reducing their utilization of critical and currently

unavailable hospital capacity.
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https://www.cchpca.org/telehealth-policy/telehealth-medicaid-and-state-policy
https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/OHOOD/2020/03/19/file_attachments/1406216/20200319175845648.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/approved/20200322b.shtml?fbclid=IwAR3XZZPNONaEf18Ofk4GXET-S3nxGeX18BSpa2yDwqNnLso78UvcG68kYvw
https://www.ktlo.com/2020/03/21/governor-says-tough-time-calls-for-telemedicine/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-update-state-leases-two-hotels-near-oakland-international-to-ease-homelessness-coronavirus-spread/
https://time.com/5803605/united-states-hospitals-coronavirus/
https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/depts/mayor/press_room/press_releases/2020/march/HotelOperatorPartnership.html
https://www.kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/constantine/news/release/2020/March/24-jail-population.aspx


Priority #5: Lay groundwork for the long-term approach to the epidemic and 

economic recovery. Effectively navigating COVID-19 requires state leaders to mitigate the 

immediate medical surge while identifying and planning for the challenges just over the horizon. 

The social distance-based approach buys time for states, public health officials and health 

systems to stand up the testing and contact tracing capacity that will be necessary to ultimately 

respond to the pandemic. However, state leaders will eventually need to shift from a triage 

operation to leading a recovery, and take forward-looking steps to mitigate future waves of 

COVID-19 later this year and into next year. 

● Build a robust testing strategy and public health response. Managing and

containing COVID-19 will require more capacity to test suspected cases and trace the

contacts of those infected. State officials need to begin this medium-range planning now,

and invest in building public health infrastructure and workforce that will meet this

need. For example, the Greater Seattle Coronavirus Assessment Network (SCAN) is a

new surveillance effort launching in Seattle and King County that will work to identify

the true number of people with the virus to better understand the public health impact.

● Anticipate insurance market shocks. Early estimates suggest that the health care

costs of treating COVID-19 will be significant. Health insurers did not anticipate these

expenses when they established their rates for 2020, so without action, employers and

individuals will likely see jumps in their health insurance premiums for 2021. While the

impact will likely vary by state, leaders in some states with significant COVID-19

caseloads and expenses may need to act to mitigate large increases to make sure that

people can afford the health care coverage they need next year.

Through all the daily noise and confusion, remaining focused on the best practices in these 5 

immediate priority areas will enable state leaders to address the crisis, reassure the public, and 

lay the groundwork for a strong recovery from COVID-19. Over the coming weeks and months, 

USofCare will continue to seek out and solicit a wide range of creative solutions to help state 

leaders confront this crisis.  
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https://publichealthinsider.com/2020/03/23/introducing-scan-the-greater-seattle-coronavirus-assessment-network/
https://hbex.coveredca.com/data-research/library/COVID-19-NationalCost-Impacts03-21-20.pdf
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